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“We get the experience of
someone who has seen it
all from start-up funding to
IPO to bankruptcy
turnarounds, and we can
depend on his guidance
through some of the more
daunting decisions we’re
facing.”

So what does Wondersign do?
Wondersign is an interactive digital signage company that specializes in extended aisle
Catalog Kiosk solutions for the retail vertical. Our Clients are primarily furniture and appliance
retailers who use our apps on large-format consumer-facing touchscreen kiosks to display a
full catalog of items that may not be in the store but can be special ordered.

What prompted you to take on a part-time CFO?
We were fortunate enough to hit a very rapid growth streak after finding our niche market,
and we knew very quickly that we needed the experience of a seasoned CFO in order to
stay on course as we grow. However, as a boot-strapped start-up we couldn’t afford a fulltime salary for this position, we probably wouldn’t have been able to get a seasoned CFO
excited for our small company, and we also didn’t really need someone for more than a few
days a month. Hiring a part-time CFO was the perfect solution for us.

Why did you specifically choose The CFO Center?
The CFO Center was able to provide us with a selection of excellent local candidates within
just a few days of our initial contact. We were very impressed with the quality of CFOs
available to us at a very reasonable rate, and without having to commit to a long-term
engagement. We could try the model almost risk-free which was a big plus in the beginning,
and with the CFO coming on as a consultant rather than a direct employee we felt that we’re
still calling the shots ultimately on all decisions.

For more information email: info@thecfocenter.com or call us on 800-919-4022
There’s a reason we’re the Number 1 provider of part-time CFOs

What’s particularly attractive about Andy Hill’s
(Your CFO) skillset?
Andy Hill is a straight shooter who isn’t afraid to speak up to
keep us out of trouble. He’ll give it to us straight even though it
may be tough at times, and by doing this he has not only
saved us a lot of cash, but he may have actually secured the
company’s long-term survival. As a small start-up we were
looking at our business in an over-simplified way, when in
reality we had tax and international entanglements that really
required more experienced accountants and advisors. Andy’s
experience has been tremendously valuable in driving these
decisions. He works directly with our accounting team and
CPAs to deliver the reports, tax returns and financial
projections we need.

If you had to summarize what tangible &
intangible benefits Andy Hill has brought to the
business what would that look like?
What specific benefits did you see in taking on a
part-time CFO over a full-time CFO?
We get the experience of someone who has seen it all from
start-up funding to IPO to bankruptcy turnarounds, and we can
depend on his guidance through some of the more daunting
decisions we’re facing. Without a doubt we would not be able
to afford someone like Andy Hill on a full-time basis, nor would
he be interested in working for us at that level. The part-time
CFO engagement is a win-win for both sides.

Which areas in your finance function were you
most looking for support with at the time?
We didn’t even have a finance department at the time. Andy
helped us hire the accounting positions, established our
bookkeeping standards, trained the accountants, and then went
on to assist with preparing and negotiating funding for our
company. Our business is fairly complex with multiple revenue
streams and different revenue recognition requirements, and
Andy made sure we got it right the first time around. He also
helped us choose and engage a new outside CPA firm and he’s
managing this relationship for us.

Andy Hill has been instrumental in
•
structuring our finance department,
•
creating accountability across the company, and
•
establishing systems that allow us to continue our growth.
We now feel ready for whatever the future holds for our
company, knowing that at any stage we will have the necessary
visibility into the company, along with instant access to the
necessary documentation any 3 party may need from us.
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What benefits have you seen outside just the
CFO?
Andy has up-close experience in many different industries and
he was involved with companies during different stages and
challenges, so he is able to offer great advice far beyond just
the financial realm. From guiding us through leadership
challenges to making product decisions, he is an excellent
resource for all things business strategy.

How has it affected your confidence in the future
of the business knowing you have a senior parttime CFO on the team?
Knowing that an experienced set of eyes is with us in the
same boat, someone who’s not afraid to speak up when
things go the wrong direction, has given us a lot of
confidence in our day-to-day decision-making processes.
We have been able to navigate through times and challenges
that would have almost certainly sunk the company if it
wasn’t for Andy Hill’s guidance and support.
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